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JORDAN LOADS UP

With the first pick of the 2013 DOL draft, Troy Jordan of TROY, inc. and new owner of Cooper’s KKKids
selected Adrian Peterson, Running back from the Minnesota Vikings….
Ohhh.. breaking news.. this just in… Owner Jonathan Creel has been kicked out of the draft yet again.
I would like to thank everyone for another successful draft where nobody had to be booted out of the league
because they didn’t show. I would also like to thank …. Oh wait hang on…. Creel got booted offline again.
Anyway, I would also like to Thank Taf Bentley for at least not changing his team name now four days into the
official season. I would NOT like to thank Taf Bentley for drafting one spot ahead of me.
…..And speaking of Taf Bentley… for a draft analysis of the 11th Annual DOL Draft, we welcome Taf Bentley
for the Season’s first.. Fantasy Focus
And the following fools need to get their money in to the League Overlord ASAP. Do not pull a Brad Hinote
and see how you do before you end up paying:
A-Train Jernigan , Timothy Andrew Fonzo Bentley, William Harper Spencer and Buffalo Bill Jordan.
Continued >

draft (cont.)

This year’s draft looked different than in year’s past. The last two years have seen a barrage of QBs
taken in the first 12 picks. This year we only saw two get taken in the first 12 picks. You might say
that changed because money is on the line or because the depth of the QB position and lack of full
time stud RBs.
Once the draft was finished we saw that there was a lot of good teams with depth and studs at their
respective positions. Troy finished the draft with a team full of stars and with a lot of depth. It’s easy
to like a team with Adrian Peterson on it. Also teams like CreelHath, Hank, will and BobZane drafted
teams with surprise picks of value later in the draft. The one value I saw during this draft was t he
players taken in the fourth round. Reggie Wayne, Murray, Busy, Amendola, Witten and RG3 will
supply their teams with great players at a reasonable price. Examining the draft shows a reason to
expect great parity for this season. It will be a fight to finish in the top 6 and make the post-season but
championships are not won on paper. What wins are the moves made through the FA wire and
trades that push a team to the top.
Thank you for joining me on another FANTASY FOCUS.

Blouses. Addressed.

Good evening my fellow DOL'ers,
I hope you are all in good spirits, and not suffering from a post draft hangover. I hope the league
entry fee went to buying Creel, a laptop, ipad, fax machine or something, he must have logged off 25
times.
As I look over our division, I'm hopeful for this season. Is it because we have so many tag teams in
our division? I'm not sure, you'll have to ask the Harlem Heat (Bryan and Creel) or The Outsiders
(Bob/Zane). Even though I couldn't pick some of you out of a group of 5, I have the confidence of
Jerry Jones on draft day.
How did we make it through a draft without Taf changing his team name? Meta World Peace, and
Chad Ochocinco think he's indecisive. Hank, no one understands your team name, or why you
drafted Heyward-Bey...
Enough of me bashing my division, start checking your teams, Taf has already proposed 5 trades to
you.
Good luck in finishing 2nd through 12th,
Your Blouses President
Weston Lunsford, Weston, inc.

The 11th season of DOL gets underway this week. Headlining our Week 1 matchup will be Hank’s
1.21 JJ.Watts squad …(ok Bob and Weston let me explain this to you, you see there was this movie
called Back to the Future, it is a play on the one point twenty-one gigawatts in the movie… ahhh see
what he did there?) and Creel/Hath’s Discount Belichick squad.
RG3 vs Russell Stiltskin…..There are a lot of matchups that Creel Hath wins on paper but we are
looking at what I believe to be the #2 and #3 teams who had the best draft… on paper and never
count out a man with his own theme song….. wait… owners on both sides have a theme song. That’s
usually the tie breaker… I’m at a loss. Maybe you should just go with the Flux Capacitor.

DOL Records releases 2nd single

DOL Records dipped back into their #1 hits bag and pulled out this gem for the 2013 draft day. Artist
A-Train released the “DOL ANTHEM” and if you haven’t heard it.. shame on you. Visit our ONLINE
STORE and check it out. NOW.
http://www.dolhalloffame.com/storerecords.htm

